
Southgate – with perceptions and reflections from the 1950’s and 60’s 

Lavinia, Lily, Coops and Anthony have always really rated Southgate. And they are by no means the 

only ones ever to have done so; even before the creation of a pedestrian precinct in 1973 this 

particular street always seemed to be owned and enjoyed by all who walked there. Southgate is in the 

heart of town and in the heart of many people.  

Yet Southgate can never be viewed as a single entity, a street on its own. For a town of this size it 

seems to be rather short to be the main-event thoroughfare that it is. At either end inclusions of other 

streets just have to be made; Corn Market to the north and Wards End to the south. 

 

To most Halifax citizens Wards End is the spacious five road intersection fronting the Victoria Hall on 

the end of Commercial Street. Many would be surprised to find that Wards End is also the 50 yards of 

road that leads into Southgate from the top of Horton Street; indeed the first building on the left is 

named Southgate House. To many people this 50 yard thoroughfare is really Southgate.  

At one time in the past, two high visibility landmarks made this part of town a very popular place to 

be. Both landmarks were theatres. The Theatre Royal (built 1905) still remains. However, its opposite 

number the Palace Theatre (built 1903) was demolished in 1959; a glorious rendition of The King and I 

bringing down the final curtain. Victorian opulence was replaced by 1960’s functionality (Southgate 

House). A Wimpey bar replaced the foyer. Burgers replaced the tub of vanilla ice cream. 

   

Halifax Borough Market on Southgate – facing 
northwards from Wards End.  Albion Street is to 
the right and King Edward Street is to the left. 
In the 50’s and 60’s a line of fishmonger shops 
occupied the top section of Albion Street, 
including the premises now occupied by Merrie 
England Coffee Shop. During this period 
Southgate was a major thoroughfare, but is 
now a designated pedestrian precinct with a 
well -established pavement café culture. 

Wards End leading into Southgate. On 
the right is the Theatre Royal. On the 
left is Southgate House, the 
unremarkable building that replaced 
the demolished Palace Theatre in 1959. 
With the variety theatre now gone and 
the Royal Theatre now closed there is 
little reason to be at this end of 
Southgate, except passing through it.   



But before the advent of the Americanisation of Halifax eating habits the Palace and the Royal were 

just as much a part of the imagery of Southgate as the Halifax Borough Market that dominated it. In 

the 1950’s Lavinia and Lilly regarded the Palace Theatre as being the book-end that marked the 

southern end of Southgate. To the north the book-end was the Halifax Town Hall. 

So impressive, so imposing is the town hall that even from the middle of Southgate it makes its 

presence felt. For many it is just as much a visual feature of Southgate as the many shops, the stores 

and the Borough Market. And in no uncertain fashion its elaborately decorated 180 foot towering 

spire quite naturally book-ends the north. In reality the town hall stands at the junction of Princess 

Street with Crossley Street. Princess Street, some 50 yards long is well known in its own right. On one 

side of the street is located the extensive four storied White Swan Hotel built for John Crossley in 

1856; ever since a stop-over for the great and the good. On the other side of the street is the iconic 

1930’s style Burton Building; opened in 1932 with a billiard room on the first floor and an ice skating 

rink on the second. In the ‘50’s and ‘60’s those that had ‘made-it’ wined and dined at the White Swan 

whilst those that had not yet ‘made-it’ rocked, rolled and jived at Pearl Pailing’s dance class in the 

Empress Ballroom – previously the ice rink, on the second floor above Burton’s tailoring. 

 

But just before Princess Street begins is the often overlooked and sometimes completely forgotten 

name of Corn Market; the stubby thoroughfare north of Southgate. To Lavinia, Lily, Coops and 

Anthony and many more, Corn Market is really the top part of Southgate. This is where you found 

medicines and potions, bandages and plasters and all products related to beauty and hygiene – 

through the corner entrance of a large and well stocked Boots the Chemist. For many people this is 

where Southgate ended and Princess Street began - leading up to the monumental symbol of civic 

pride that was erected at the end of it - when the town of Halifax ‘came-of-age’.  

This symbol of civic pride, the town hall, was designed by the architect of the Houses of Parliament, 

Sir Charles Barry and was opened to a great fanfare on 4 August 1863. Over a three year period 24,000 

tons of ashlar stone was transported from Ringby delph on the summit of Swales Moor to construct, 

what turned out to be, a masterpiece of High Victorian style architecture. Built of Halifax stone, built 

by Halifax masons and mostly funded through money - garnered from the sweated toil of thousands 

of wealth creating Halifax mill operatives and factory workers - this remarkable and inspiring building 

Who would have thought McDonald’s 
had such good taste? Occupying the 
iconic Burton building on Princess 
Street certainly improves their 
image, if not their product. Much 
finer food is enjoyed at the premier 
hotel in Halifax - the White Swan 
Hotel nearby. Standing majestically 
at the junction with Crossley Street is 
the magnificent Halifax Town Hall. 



assumes a unique presence. Seemingly the building exudes a great benevolent guardianship over 

Southgate and all citizens who make up its ‘throng’.           

    

‘Throng’ – now that’s an interesting word. In the ‘50’s and ‘60’s people ‘thronged’ when they collected 

together in large numbers. In those days supporters ‘thronged’ to Thrum Hall to witness Halifax Rugby 

League Club turning-over the likes of Whitehaven, Wigan and Widnes. They ‘thronged’ to The Halifax 

Agricultural Show at Shibden Park to gaze at ‘Best in Show’ cattle, sheep and pigs, to marvel at 

oversized, overweight and over-tended vegetables and to be entertained, enthralled and encouraged 

to spend by visiting stallholders with gadgets, novelty goods and prizes to win. And they ‘thronged’ 

the streets when Billy Smarts Circus came to town. Elephants being trundled and cajoled up Horton 

Street from the railway station was always a crowd-puller. Children of all ages and all in great 

numbers gleefully and excitedly made a long colourful tail behind the not-so-long and less colourful 

smoky-grey tail of the rearmost giant quadruped - as the parade of elephants made its way to Manor 

Heath and the ‘Big Top’. 

People ‘thronged’ alright. And not just to the periodic events. They ‘thronged’ every Saturday to shop 

in town or just to be in town. They certainly ‘thronged’ every Saturday to shop in Southgate. Saturday 

was indeed shopping day; just like Friday was fish and chip day, especially for catholics. And just like 

Monday was washing day for catholics and protestents alike – although less women were able to keep 

to the Monday wash than in the past. Since World War II the number of women in paid employment 

had increased. Monday was therefore back to the shop counter, the office typewriter or the mill 

loom. The wash tub, the mangle and the washing-line stretched across the street had to wait for 

another day. But Saturday was different. Halifax people shopped or just went into town – in the 

morning if not busy at work, in the afternoon if having to put in a morning shift. Morning and 

afternoon during the ’50’s and the ’60’s people ‘thronged’ into town in huge numbers.  

Lavinia and Lily regularly visited town on Saturday. They went shopping. Anthony joined with friends 

in town for a pint at The Bowling Green public house down Winding Road. Coops and her fiancé 

walked through town to George Square where they hopped on one of the rugby league ‘specials’ to 

Thrum Hall. And as part of the cheering throng they marvelled at the likes of Freeman and Dixon 

outpacing opponents and panicking the opposition, or as in the case of Big Jack Scroby battering 

through a human wall to the whitewashed try-line and the glory of three more points on the board. 

‘Throng’ was certainly a great word for the age.      

Old Market (left), Corn Market (right). 
The retail precinct of the Southgate 
shopping area begins here. Boots once 
occupied the Jessops premises –
relocating in the 1960’s to 1-3 Southgate 
Chambers, nearer the heart of shopping. 
Boots had taken-over Timothy White and 
Taylors retail outlet – but not only that, it 
had also taken-over its pharmacy unit. 



The majority of those who joined ‘throngs’ were from jobs in the manufacturing sector; 65 per cent of 

the workforce, twice the national average. Textiles dominated. Woollens, worsteds and carpets were 

pre-eminent. Halifax textile giants Akroyds, Crossleys and Holdsworths employed several thousand 

people between them. Many others who were likely to ‘throng’ were in engineering, the second most 

important manufacturing sector, or confectionary which was third. Anthony was an engineer; a skilled 

machine tool maker at the much acclaimed Asquith’s works up the top end of Gibbett Street, whilst 

Lily worked in confectionary at Macintosh’s, surrounded by tins of Quality Street and tubes of Rolo. 

Happily everyone seemed to be employed. At times more than 99 percent of those wanting to work 

were actually in work – indeed the level of unemployment in Halifax was consistently below 2 percent 

in the 1950’s and late into the 60’s. Finding a job was a comparatively easy task. Just open the Halifax 

Courier and Guardian and the vacancies leapt out at you. If you had a job and therefore had money in 

your pocket, no matter how much or how little, then Southgate would probably be one of your 

intended destinations on Saturday.   

  

Since the end of the 1960’s Southgate has changed. Not dramatically – no demolition, no rebuild. 

Most change has been cosmetic. Shrubs, tubs and trees. Seating and signage. But two particular 

changes have been more fundamental and have created the greatest impact. 

Firstly and most noticeably there has been the exclusion of vehicles. The first pedestrian precinct in 

Halifax was created in Southgate in 1972; later extended to Corn Market. Today only Wards End and 

Princess Street are open to traffic. Buses and taxi cabs predominate on the Wards End section whilst 

cars make up most of the traffic that passes along Princess Street on the way to access Old Market 

and the Halifax Central Library. Constructing a pedestrian precinct along the length of Corn Market 

and Southgate has certainly created a visually pleasing public space and in more recent times has 

allowed for the growth of a pavement café culture. No vehicles. No throbbing engines. No polluting 

fumes. But with it, unfortunately, no real sense of energy.  

In the days when there was access for both man and machine there was a vibrant energy to Southgate 

that legs alone can not replicate. Vehicles there may have been - but pedestrians always ruled the 

roost here. In the 50’s and 60’s moving traffic was respectful. Much of it crawled. Not because of 

In the 1960’s there were 
many good bakers to choose 
from. Cockroft Mann was one 
of them. If you wanted freshly 
baked bread, cakes or tarts 
this was the place to be. If 
you wanted cream oozing, 
melt-in-the-mouth, velvety 
coated chocolate éclairs this 
was any gods place on earth. 
At least Coops and Lavinia 
thought as much.   



congestion; there wasn’t a great deal of it. Relatively few 

Halifax people were car owners – public transport carried 

those who did not wish to walk or had too far to walk. No, 

there was no real congestion as we know it today; traffic 

crawled because of shoppers like Lilly and Lavinia who 

expected to have priority. The ‘throng’ was the real 

congestion here. But not only did shoppers dictate. There 

were also ‘bobbies’ on point duty; in those days uniformed 

constables certainly had a firm grip on when wheels could 

rotate and how quickly they could turn. Nevertheless, 

although traffic flow wasn’t heavy and was well controlled, 

the visual and audible presence of vehicles, in particular 

public transport, added to the sense of coming and going 

and strongly reinforced the notion of moving and doing. As 

Lilly remarked ‘Everyone and everything seemed to be 

coming from somewhere and going somewhere else. Today 

most people seem to be looking for somewhere to sit.’  

The creation of a pedestrian precinct has effectively taken much of the hustle and bustle out of 

Southgate; the vibrant pulse of energy is now both weak and slow compared with fifty or sixty years 

ago. But fortunately for many people, a more relaxed Southgate is seen as a change for the better.         

Whether many people would view the second significant change as a change for the better is less 

certain. This is the change to the retail offering in Southgate.  

The notable Grade II listed Arcade Royale lost 

its arcade of shops - converting to a store unit 

without an arcade. Currently this is occupied 

by Sports Direct, Fulton’s Foods and Cash 

Generator The Buy, Sell and Loan Store. Not 

exactly the class of stores envisaged when the 

Arcade Royale was opened in 1905. Opposite 

the arcade, on King Edward Street, was F.W. 

Woolworth with an entrance on King Edward 

Street and an entrance on Southgate. But no 

longer is this the case. The Southgate entrance 

is now in the hands of Red Onion The 

Restaurant. Thirty years previously 

Woolworths along with Boots the Chemist had 

relocated to Woolshops; in 1983 the town council redeveloped the Woolshops area to create a 

purpose built precinct connected to the historic Halifax Piece Hall.  



During the 1990’s Marks and Spencer also took the option to relocate its business to Woolshops. 

When still at Southgate vast numbers of shoppers, particularly women would pop into ‘Marks’ as part 

of their regular shopping itinerary. On many occasions they went just to look around rather than buy; 

back in the 50’s and 60’s Marks and Spencer was the only store of choice in which to do such a thing. 

In those days Lavinia, Lilly and Coops regarded ‘Marks’ as 

being a bit special. Wilkinsons now occupies this site, 

providing a more functional offering and a less special 

experience for its customers.  

Not gone, but still here in a different guise are too 

notable features – Westgate an off-shoot from Southgate 

and the Old Cock Hotel in central Southgate. On the one 

hand the conversion of Westgate into an open street-

arcade has rejuvenated what was becoming a forgotten 

area of town. On the other hand the historic Old Cock 

seems to be shrinking out of existence.  

For over 350 years the Old Cock has plied its trade. In the 

mid 19th century more than 100 horses would be stabled 

in the Old Cock Yard on Saturday market day; also space 

for a few dog-traps and carts. Meanwhile local residents 

would continue to collect their water from the yard’s 

primitive town waterworks – a tank containing piped 

water from the Well Head spring to the south of town. 

But not only was it heaving with people outside in the Old Cock Yard – but so too it was heaving inside 

the bar and hotel. This was an extremely popular meeting place. Of course most came to drink and to 

socialize. But much business, planning and plotting was also carried out here.  

The Old Cock Hotel was the headquarters for the Whig party in the parliamentary election of 1831.  

It was the place where the infamous Cragg Vale Coiners often met. It was the place where their 

leader, ‘King’ David Hartley, was arrested in 1769; from where he was taken, summarily imprisoned, 

tried and hanged at Tyburn, York in 1770. Three other coiners also shared his dreadful fate.  

It was here in the Old Cock Yard where in 1767 the Halifax Circulation Library was first based. And 

here, in a first floor room, it remained for fifty years; relocating in 1818 to premises adjoining the 

Theatre Royal, further along Southgate.   

The Old Cock was also the venue for the first meeting of the Halifax Permanent Benefit Building 

Society in 1853; eventually renamed Halifax Building Society. By 1913 it had become the largest 

building society in the world and remained as such until 1997 when it converted to Halifax PLC. A rash 

merger with Bank of Scotland in 2001 and a consequent internal financial crisis within this enlarged 

institution resulted in the government ‘twisting the arm’ of Lloyds Bank to take over the ailing giant, 

saving it from collapse (2009). From building society to bank – 144 years. From bank to going bust – 



just 12 years. Incompetent, inept, incapable bosses with 

massive pay packets, massive egos and massive self 

serving interest coupled with a totally reckless attitude 

to risk brought a world leading mortgage provider - first 

set-up in the Old Cock Hotel - to financial disaster. In the 

end it was only government intervention and the Lloyds Bank takeover that saved the proud name of 

the financial institution known as Halifax. ‘A Little Extra Help’ came - when it most mattered. 

In the 1950’s and 60’s, the Old Cock was the popular flagship public house of the former celebrated 

local brewery Samuel Webster.  But today, with its rich 350 year history long since gone, this once 

thriving and historic establishment has, in every sense of the word, retreated from Southgate into its 

own back yard. Pub access - only through the re-modelled back door. Front entrance filled-in. Sheet 

glass instead of wall to lean on. Garish blue sign proclaiming the presence of Gregg the Baker. Pasties 

and pies now peddled on Southgate where once pints of Webster’s best bitter were gladly pulled. 

The coming of Greggs and other national retail chains such as Café Nero next-door, has certainly 

altered the ‘feel’ of Southgate. And yet fortunately the nationals have not totally taken over here. In 

fact, by and large the national chains have been confined to the northern end of Southgate and Corn 

Market. In this locality the likes of Vodafone, Clarke’s, Jessups, JD Sports, Thompson Travel, Greggs, 

Café Nero and Wilkinson are firmly entrenched. In the southern end of Southgate only Sports Direct 

has a presence. It is therefore fortunate that a healthy number of Southgate premises - including the 

full length of the Borough Market exterior shops - are still free of national incumbents. 

In the 50’s and 60’s it was the likes of Fred Moore radio and electricians, Cantas Ltd fashion furs, 

Watson, confectioners, Illingworth and Sons drapers, Hipps Ltd of Leeds tailors, Jessops Tailors Ltd of 

Batley, Pohlmann, electricals and Lister Horsfall jewellers that graced this shopping thoroughfare. 

Fifty years later Lister Horsfall still remains. But it is the likes of Brown’s café, T.S. Moodie silversmith 

and goldsmith, Beauty Place Halifax, Pound Bakery, HEX Halifax Entertainment Store, Orient Medicine 

and Cut Price Charlies that have taken over where other sole-traders and small companies have left 

off. Consequently this has left Southgate without the blight of national chain overload. Neither has 

Southgate suffered much from the invasion of charity shops. There are only two. And even these are 

local charities – Tia Greyhound Rescue based in Cragg Vale, Halifax and Overgate Hospice located in 

The Old Cock - Gregg the Baker. This Grade II three-
storeyed stone building (now rendered) has been 
much altered since it was first converted from a 
dwelling into an inn (1688).  The adjacent building 
also underwent change; first demolished, then 
replaced. In this building, at No. 14 Southgate, the 
Halifax Times had been printed and published every 
Friday since 1872. But with demolition in 1894 came 
an end to the Halifax Times. However, today 
newspapers are still read and digested here – along 
with an americano and a chocolate muffin at Café 
Nero, the current proprietors of 14 Southgate. 



Elland, Halifax. Both charity shops are located in the distinctive but often overlooked premises 

occupied by the Calder and Hebble Navigation Company one hundred years ago.   

So how did Southgate manage to end up without the same monotonously familiar blend of national 

retail establishments and charity shops that pervade most urban centres in Britain? Fifty years have 

now passed since the abolition of retail price maintenance - which gave licence for retail PLC’s to 

trample over and squeeze out non-PLC competitors. Plenty of time has passed since then. Plenty of 

time for the national retail chains to have swallowed up the whole of Southgate. But they didn’t. 

Why? Primarily because town planners decided to rejuvenate the Woolshops shopping area.  

It was the decision by Halifax town 

planners to move the focus of 

shopping east of the Borough 

Market that swayed national PLC 

retailers to open their outlets in 

Woolshops. The consequent 

demolition of the town abattoir, 

Princes Arcade and a miscellany of 

other premises enabled the 

construction of a whole new 

pedestrian shopping precinct.  

Following many years of ‘pending 

development’ shovels and machines 

finally got underway. By 1983 work was completed. Boots and Woolworths relocated from Southgate. 

WH Smith and Sainsbury’s set up new stores. And over the years other big high street names such as 

Carphone Warehouse, Topman, Peacocks, Mothercare, The Body Shop, Superdrug, and River Island 

moved in. So too did Marks and Spencer. M&S vacated their Southgate store to take over the 

premises previously occupied by Sainsbury’s - when the company moved to their own purpose built 

supermarket near North Bridge in the 1990’s.  

Woolshops has certainly been a big success story. It has attracted shoppers in large numbers – 

perhaps to the detriment of numbers visiting Southgate. Yet even if the footfall in Southgate is now 

less than in previous times, at least the blight of national retail chain overload has been spared from 

this particular thoroughfare. Neither has the Southgate precinct been pock-marked by charity shops. 

And thankfully, despite the prolonged flat-lining of the UK economy and the double dip into recession 

the high street is not scarred by shop for sale signs, boarded up premises and indicators of decline. 

Southgate still has many qualities that make it a place to be. Not now quite as much in the heart of 

town as it was in previous decades. Not quite as much in the heart of so many people as in the past. 

Not quite the jewel box with many glittering gemstones that it was to Lavinia, Lilly, Coops and 

Anthony in the 1950’s and 60’s. Not quite, although the largest, the brightest, the most talked about 



and most loved of all the Southgate’s treasures still remains – the Halifax Borough Market with its 

arcade and line of exterior shops still in the hands of small retail enterprises and sole-traders.  

As long as this wonderful Victorian market continues as it is and continues to thrive, so will Southgate 

continue to thrive - and thereby continue to be rated as a place to visit and enjoy.               
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